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1. INTRODUCTION 
If we consider the solution c(x, t) of the simple heat conduction equation 
Ct(% t) = c& 4 + K, O<x<l, t>o, (1.1) 
where K is a positive constant, subject to the boundary conditions that 
c(x, 0) E 0, 0 < x < 1, c(0, t) = c(1, t) = 0, t > 0, (1.2) 
then c(x, t), for any fixed x in [0, 11, increases monotonically in t to the 
steady state solution e(x) = Kx(1 - x)/2, i.e., 
0 < c(x, t) < c(x, t + 6) < f(x) 
for all t>,O, all S>O, any xE[O,l]. 
(1.3) 
The problem to be treated here is to what extent semidiscretizations (in 
which the time variable is left continuous) and full discretizations of 
(l.l), (1.2) possess a monotone behavior analogous to that of (1.3). One 
of our results (Theorem 10) shows that this problem is closely related to 
stability in the uniform norm of matrix approximations of (l.l), (1.2). 
Our technique for developing these results is in part based on a connec- 
tion between completely monotonic functions and nonnegative functions of 
nonnegative matrices. As this gives rise to new proofs of known results on 
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nomwgati\~c matrices (cf. Tli~wrt~ms 3 and 4) as \vtsll as some new results 
(Theorems 1, 2, and 5), this c~onnrction ma!’ 13~ of interest I>!- itself. 
The author is indebtcvl to I)r. Har\~ly S. I’ricr of the Ciulf Rcsearcli 
1,ahoratories who posed the problem and indicated that such considerations 
aw of importanw in practical cwmptttation in tlw petroleum indusk-. 
\\.Y lwgitt \\it II 
,)_( \,, __ 1 ‘)‘QiJb8J 
I_, i! ’ 
! - 0, 1, 2. (2.3) 
Thus, if G(x) is completrl!- mottotonic in (u, 6) ant1 Jf satisfies LI -1’ - h, 
then the coefficients hi(?‘) art’, from (2. l), all nonnrgati\~c~. i.cs.. 
“;(_v, ;‘ 0 for i T 0, I, 2, (2.4) 
\Te now make use of some matrix notation. IA p(C) denote the spectral 
radius of any 72 \: 71 complex matrix C’, i.e., p(C) :. maxI. i:.,LiA,, wlicrc~ 
the 1, are eigenvalurs of C‘. Sest, let C’ >, 0 (C ;;- 0) denote any II i 17 
matrix with nonnegative (positilx2) entries. Finally, if C _> 0,‘Ict i(C) 
dvnotc the order of the hi-gcst Jordan lhck fnr- thv vigvnvalue p(C‘) in 
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the Jordan normal form for the matrix C. If C 3 0 is irreducible,* then 
we know that j(C) = 1. With this notation, we now prove 
THEOREM 1. Let G(x) be comjdetely monotonic in (a, b), let C be any 
n x n matrix with C 3 0, and let y be any number with a < y < b. Then, 
G(y~ - C) ~ ~ bj(y)Ci 
i=O 
(2.5) 
is a convergent as a matrix series and defines a matrix with nonnegative 
entries if and only if p(C) < R(y), with p(C) = R(y) only if the series 
(- l)“G(“)(y _ R(y)) = 2 bjcy) ?!ff$_;? 
j=m 
(2.5’) 
are convergent for all 0 < m < j(C) - 1 
Proof. If Y > 0 is the radius of convergence of the power series 
f(z) = cJTTo ajzjzi, th en we make use of the well-known fact (cf. [13, 
p. 171) that the matrix series f(A) = c,YO cxiA7 for an n x n matrix 
A is convergent if and only if p(A) < Y, with p(A) = r only if the series 
for f(l,), . . . , f’“i-“(I,) are all convergent for any Ai with l&l = p(A) = 7, 
where mi is the largest order of the Jordan blocks for the eigenvalue iii 
for the matrix A. If the coefficients uj of the power series are all non- 
negative numbers and if A is itself a nonnegative matrix, it is clear that 
the above result can be simplified to state that f(A) = czo c+Aj is 
convergent if and only if p(A) < r, with p(A) = r only if the series for 
f(“)(r) are all convergent for 0 < m < j(A) - 1. Now, by the hypotheses 
of the theorem, it is evident that the coefficients bj(y) of (2.5) are all 
nonnegative, and that C > 0. Thus, to complete the proof, we simply 
apply the above result, noting that the series of (2.5), when convergent, 
defines a nonnegative matrix. Q.E.D. 
To extend Theorem 1, it is convenient to make the following 
DEFINITION 2. Let G(x) be defined in the interval (a, b) where 
CO < a .< b < + 00. Then, G(x) is said to be s-completely monotonic 
* An n x n matrix A is said to be irreducible if and only if there is no n x n 
permutation matrix P such that PAP= = 
AI,I Al,2 
[ 1 0 442,2 , where Al 1 is an r x Y 
submatrix, 1 < Y < n. 
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in (lz, b) if and only if 
THEOREM 2. Let G(z) be s-com$letel?t monotonic is (u, b), let c‘ he an\* 
n x ?a matrix with C >, 0, and let ~1 he un_v number with a XI _v .:: 6. ‘l’heu, 
G(y1 C) = CjC,) b,(v)Cj is cowerge& as u m&is series and defines 
a matrix with fiositive efztries if und o@,l if C is irreducible and p(C) -< I?($, 
with p(C) ~- R(v) on/\, if t/r series o/ (2.5’) is couver,nent for m - 0. 
Yrooj. First, assuming that p(C‘) < R(y), with p(C) -7 I?(_If) only if 
the series of (2.5’) are convergent for all 0 .< ?JZ < i(C) ~- 1, we know from 
Theorem 1 that the matris G(sZ C), defined by the convergent power 
series of (2.5), is a nonnegativt~ matrix. Hut as C 3 0 ancl Go,) is s- 
completely monotonic, there csists :I positive constant K such that 
If c‘ is irreducible, it 
18, p. 261, whence C(y1 - cl) P 0. (‘onversel>r, assume that the matrix 
series of (2.5) is convergent and defines a positive matrix. I :sing the 
result of Theorem 1, it is only- necessary to show that C is irreducible. 
Assume the contrary-. Then, there exists a pair of integers i and i, with 
i # i and 1 < i, j < 12 such that (PS),,, = 0 for all ~12 = 0, 1, 2,. . 
It is clear that this implies that (G(~t1 - c‘)),,; = 0 1. a so, which contradicts 
the assumption that G(_vI C) > 0. Q.E.D. 
Perhaps the simplest I\-ay to show that a function is c.ompletel! 
monotonic in (0, CO) is to LISL' a result of Bernstein 1 j. T3ernstcin proved 
(cf. ]lB, p. 1611) that G(x) is completely monotonic in (0, W) if ancl onl!. 
if G(.Y) is the &place-Stieltjes transform of E(t): 
(;(.x) = ’ r- “dcc(t). 
I (2.7) 
where a(t) is nondecreasing and the integral of (2.7) converges for all 
0 < .Y < co. In this case, G(Z) is analytic in l&(z) > 0, and R(s) > s. 
Next, if G(x) is completely monotonic on (0, -), then G(x) is s-completely 
monotonic if and only if the nondecreasing function x(t) of (1.7) has at 
least one positive point of increase, i.c., there exists a t,, > 0 such that 
Lirzpcrv .-3IgAvtr (Illi/ Ifs :I ppZicn/iurz.~ 1, 329-- 347 (l!)AS) 
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(2.3) 
This follows from the inequalities of 
co to+6 
(- l)“G(i)(x) = e-“dda(t) > 
5 I 
e-?jda(t) 
n t0 
2 exp[- x(t, + 41tni(a(to + 6)- a&J) > 0 (2.9) 
for all 0 < x <do and all i = 0, 1, 2, . . . . More simply stated, this 
shows that if G(x) is completely monotonic in (0, ao), then G(x) is s- 
completely monotonic there if and only if G(x) does not identically reduce 
to a constant [14]. Finally, if G(x) is completely monotonic on (0, OQ), 
suppose that the nondecreasing function a(t) of (2.7) is such that for 
some t, > 0, a(t) = a(tl) for all t > t,, where a(,$) is finite. It then follows 
from (2.9) that 
IG’n(x)[ = [e-?!,,) < tli[a(tl) - a(O)] 
0 
(2.10) 
for O<x<co, j=O,1,2 ,... . 
Thus, since 
IG(jj(O) I <4j [a(4), - 40) I_ 
I! ’ I! 
for all i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (2.11) 
it follows that G(z) in this case is an entire function, i.e., G(z) is analytic 
for all complex numbers z. Consequently, for any s with 0 < s < 00, we 
have that R(s) = +oc. 
The above observations, connected with Bernstein’s result on complete- 
ly monotonic functions, can be used to obtain several known results on 
functions of nonnegative matrices as simple cases of Theorems 1 and 2. 
As our first example, we have 
THEOREM 3. Let C > 0 be an n x n matrix. If A 3 yI - C where 
0 < y <co, then A is nonsingular and A-l 3 0 if and only if p(C) < y. 
Moreover, A-l > 0 if and only if p(C) < y and C is irreducible. 
Proof. If wewriteG,(x) = (l/x) = &’ e-“da,(t) for0 < x < bo, where 
al(t) = t for t > 0, then G,(x) is s-completely monotonic on (0, oo), and 
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K(y) = ~8 for J’ ._’ 0. Since G,(x) is unbounded for x 0, the wrier 
(2.5’) for G,(O) = G1(?’ ~~~ R(y)) is divergent. Then, apply Theorems 1 
and 2. Q.E.1). 
The first part of Theorem 3 is dw to Frobenius 15 ;, while the* WCYH~~I 
part is known and can be fount1 in IO, p. 84.. Our nC%xt c~sanil)l(~ ii
a known result of 12 
Proof. Ll.riting G2(x) :-m 1’ ’ =: Jc e ” h,(t) for 0 c: .\ <_ w, \\.ll<~rc~ 
x2(t) = 0 for 0 <I t c. I, ;tnd x2(f) :- 1 for t > 1, then C,(x) is s-complrtc~l>. 
monotonic on (0, w) and G,(z) is an entire function. Thus, R(V) m 
for any 0 C: ~8 -.z CO. Ky hypothesis, for :uny t > 0, (‘ G tlri -I- sI is ;I 
nonnegative matrix for all positive 5 sufficientI\. largca. and thu5 
G,(sZ ~~ C‘) = esp(tH) 3 0 from Theorem I. The remainder follo\\5 from 
Theorem 2. Q.E.1). 
\\‘liile it is true that not all results on functions of noniiegati\.e matrices 
fall out as consequences of Theorems 1 and 2, x5 is shown by an intt,rc5tinfi 
result of Fan 14, Theorem (iI which involxx additional assumptions on 
the principal submatrices, \Y(’ nevertheless c-an generatt, some apparentl\~ 
new results. such as 
THEOREM 5. Let 6’ De an_v esse?ztialljf ~zomegati?~e t1 .K 11 watvi,i, 7‘/1tw 
{I --~ exp(tB)}(P B)-l>Oforallt>O. Moreover, {I ~~ tssp(tK)}( f-;) I.-PO 
/or alL t I-- 0 ii und only’ i/ 1: is irreducihlr. 
Prooj. \\‘riting G,(.x) = (I P ‘)/s = Jo’_ em ” dcc3(t) for 0 i: .\ I k, 
\vlierc x3(t) -- t for 0 < t < I and cc3(t) = 1 for t 2 1, then G,(.ui is s- 
completelv monotonic on (0, wi ant1 G,(z) is an entire function. Ii\. 
hypothesis, for any f 3 0, I‘ s th’ - s1 is :I nonnegative matrix for 
all positive s sufficiently large, ant1 the conclusions follow from Theorems 
1 and 2. Q.E.1). 
If =I (u,, ,) is an II J\ IZ M-matrix, as introduced by, Ostrowski 17 , 
i .cx., a,, , << 0 for all i f j, I <_ i, j & n, and .4 is nonsingular w5th A 1 > 0, 
then --- A is evidently an essentially nonnegati1.e matrix. Thus. WV h;l\~ 
from Theorem 5 the 
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COROLLARY. Let A be an n x n M-matrix. Then, {I - exp( - tA)}A -l> 0 
for all t 3 0, and {I - exp(- tA)}A-l > 0 for all t > 0 if and only if A 
is irreducible. 
This last Corollary will be useful in the next section. 
3. NONNEGATIVELY AND POSITIVELY POSED SEMIDISCRETE PROBLEMS 
We consider the following semidiscrete form of (1 .l), (1.2) : 
gt) 
at 
-- = - A c(t) + g, t >o, (3.1) 
subject to the initial condition that 
_c(O) = 0. (3.2) 
Here, A = (Q) is an n x n matrix, and g(t) and g are column vectors 
with n components. 
DEFINITION 3. Given a nonsingular n x n matrix A, the semidiscrete 
problem of (3.1), (3.2) is said to be nonnegatively posed if and only if 
the solution g(t) of (3.1), (3.2) satisfies 
0 < c(t) < A-k for all real t >, 0 and all vectors g 3 0. (3.3) 
Similarly, the semidiscrete problem of (3.1), (3.2) is said to be positively 
fiosed if and only if the solution g(t) of (3.1), (3.2) satisfies 
0 < _c(t) < A-lg (3.4) 
for all real t > 0 and all vectors g > 0 with g # 0. 
Because c (0) = 0 in (3.2), the solution of (3.1), (3.2) can be expressed as 
_c(t) = {I - exp(- tA)}A-‘g for all real t > 0, (3.5) 
and thus 
A-lg - _c(t) = exp(- tA) - A-lg for all real t > 0. (3.5’) 
Hence, as the inequalities of (3.3) hold for all vectorsg > 0, then necessary 
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and sufficient conditions that the semidiscrrte problem of (3.1), (3.2) 
be nonnegati\rely posed are that 
{I ‘q+ L4))k’ J? 0 for al1 real t > 0, (3.W 
exp- tA) * A--’ > 0 for all real i I2 0. (3.ri’) 
Kotc, that with f = 0 in (3.6’), \ve necessarily have that .-I ’ >, 0, i.ca., 
:1 is a monotone matrix. Similarly, necessary and sufficient conditions 
that the semidiscrete problem of (3.1), (3.2) be positively posed are that 
(1 l?xp(- L4) {,4-l .-, 0 for all real I _-. 0, (Xi, 
for all real t .. 0. (3.7’1 
\Ve now examine the conditions of (3.6) and (3.6’). 
IAEmIA 1. Let il = (a,,,) be an 9~ >< “i monotone matrix, i.e., .i is 
xonsingular and A-l > 0. Then, (I - cxp(-- tA)) * A-l > 0 for all t > 0 
i/ atzd only if L-l is an M-m&ix. Similarly, (I - exp(- tA)) * A ’ > 0 
for all t > 0 i,l and onlv ii A is an irreducible M-matrix. 
I’roo,/. \%‘riting (I -- csp(- t24))k1 z (d,,,(t)), 1 < i, y’ -< n, then 
I 
di, i(t) = t &,j - _4 at.? 
1 
+ W2) 1 
1 
1 < i, i < ?a, as t ---f 0. (3.8) 
Thus, if d,,(f) 3 0 for all t > 0, it is evident that a, j < 0 for all i # j. 
Rut a monotone matrix A _ (ai,j) with nonpositive off-diagonal entries 
is b\, clefinition an M-matrix (cf. [$I and [lo, p. 851). Converscl!., if 
A is an M-matrix, then, as a consequence of the Corollary of Theorem 5, 
(I ~ exp(- tA))A-1 > 0 for any t 3 0. The second part of this lemma 
follows similarl!. from the Corollary of Theorem 5. Q.E.1). 
With this lemma, we thrn prove 
THROREIU 6. 7’1~ se&discrete $woblem (3.1), (3.2) is Iconnegatively 
posed ii aped only if the matrix A of (3.1) is an M-matrix. Similarly, fhe 
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semidiscrete problem (3.1), (3.2) is positively posed if and only if A is an 
irreducible M-matrix. 
Proof. If the semidiscrete problem (3.1), (3.2) is nonnegatively posed, 
then (3.6) is valid for all t > 0. Hence, from Lemma 1, A is necessarily 
an n x rt M-matrix. Conversely, if A is an n x n M-matrix, then A-l > 0, 
exp(- tA) > 0 for all t >, 0 from Theorem 4, and (I - exp( - tA))A-l > 0 
for all t > 0 from the Corollary of Theorem 5. Thus, (3.6) and (3.6’) are 
satisfied, proving that (3.1), (3.2) is nonnegatively posed. The remainder 
follows in a similar fashion. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. If the semidiscrete problem of (3.1), (3.2) is nonnegatively 
posed, then the solution _c(t) of (3.1), (3.2) sa i t sf ies the following sharpened 
form of (3.3): 
0 < _c(t) < _c(t+4 <A-lg (3.9) 
for all t > 0, all 6 > 0, and all vectors g 2 0. 
_ - 
Similarly, if the semidiscrete problem of (3.1), (3.2) is positively posed, then 
the solution c(t) of (3.1), (3.2) satisfies 
o < g(t) < c(t + 4 -=c A-k 
(3.10) 
for all t > 0, all 6 > 0, and all vectors g > 0 with g # 0. 
Proof. If (3.1), (3.2) is nonnegatively posed, then A is an M-matrix 
from Theorem 6, and consequently exp(- tA) > 0 and {I - 
exp( - dA)}A-1 > 0 for all t > 0 and 6 > 0. Hence, from (3.5), _c(t + 6) - 
g(t) = exp(- tA){I - exp(- SA)}A-lg >, 0 for all t > 0, 6 >, 0, and all 
vectors g > CJ, which establishes (3.9). The proof of the second part 
follows in a similar fashion. Q.E.D. 
4. NONNEGATIVELY AND POSITIVELY POSED FULLY DISCRETE PROBLEMS 
We now consider general matrix approximations S(t) of exp(- tA). 
For any fixed t,, >, 0, the fully discrete problem corresponding to 
(3.2) is defined by the sequence of vectors {~(mt,,)},“=o, where 
z((m + I)&) = W&W,) + (1 - .%))A-% m=0,1,2 ,..., 
Linear Algebra and Its Applications 1, 329-34'7 
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(1968) 
and where, in analogy with (3.2), we put 
w(0) == I’. (4.2) 
Ikl~IxI1.rc~x 4. (Lven a nonsingular II * II matrix A, the full\- 
discrete problem of (4.1), (4.2) is said to be nonnegati~ed~~ nosed for 0 k 
t, < 7‘ (0 < T < ~0) if and only if the sequence of \wtors {z~~(wzt,)}~ ,, 
defined by (4.1), (4.2) satisfies 
Similarly, the fully discrete problem of (4.1), (4.2) is said to be @itivel>~ 
josed for 0 < t, < 7’ (0 < 7‘ <m) if and only if the sequence of vectors 
(y(wzto)},~__,, defined b!- (4.1), (4.2) satisfies 
0 -< Z$(Pd”) < .-I -‘g (4.4) 
for all ~?z = 1, 2, . . . , all 0 < 1, < T, and all \.ectorr; g p 0, ,g f 0. 
_ - _ - 
Ikause ~(0) = G from (4.2), the solution of (4.1), (4.2) can be expressed 
a5 
s+izto) -= (I ~ .s”yt&~-$J for all 112 -= 0, 1, 2, . , (4.5) 
and thus. 
‘4. ‘g - ?a(mt,) = .Yn(t”)_4-1g for all 112 2 0, I, 2, . (4.5’) 
Since the vectors of (4.5) and (4.5’) are to be nomicgative for an>. Vector 
g > 0, it is clear that necessarv and sufficient conditions that the full! 
discrete problem (4.1), (4.2) be nonnegatixrely posed for 0 < t,, < 7‘ arc 
that 
a11 d 
(I ~ .s’yt”)).4 ’ > 0 (4.6) 
for all JJZ .~~ 0, 1, 1, . , and all 0 < t,, < 7‘, 
.s”‘(t,)A 1 3 0 (4.6’) 
for all wz == 0, I, 2, , and all 0 < t, < Y‘, 
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which are the discrete analogs of (3.6) and (3.6’). Notice again that the 
particular case m = 0 of (4.6’) necessarily gives that A is a monotone 
matrix. Similarly, necessary and sufficient conditions that the fully 
discrete problem (4.1), (4.2) be positively posed for 0 < t, < T are that 
(I - s”(to))A-l > 0 
for all rrz = 1, 2, . . . , and all 0 < t,, < T, 
and 
Sm(to)A -1 > 0 
for all m = 0, 1,2, . . . , and all 0 < t, < 2 
which are the discrete analogs of (3.7) and (3.7’). 
(4.7) 
(4.7’) 
If A is an n x n M-matrix, then S(t,) = exp(- &A) satisfies (4.6), 
(4.6’) for all t,, > 0, and consequently the existence of matrices in this 
case for which (4.1), (4.2) is nonnegatively posed is obviously guaranteed. 
To determine other solutions, suppose that S(t) is a colzsistent approxima- 
tion of exp(- tA), i.e., if we write 
S(t) s I - L4 + B(t) for all O<t<T (T>O), (4.8) 
then S(t) is a consistent approximation of exp( - tA) if and only if 1 IB(t) 11 = 
o(t) as t 4 0, i.e., for any matrix norm, 
lim !!I%!! =0. 
l&+0 t 
(4.9) 
The analog of Theorem 6 is 
THEOREM 7. The fully discrete problem (4.1), (4.2) is nonnegativel~~ 
posed for some consistent approximation S(t) of exp(- tA) for 0 < t < I 
(T > 0) if and only if A is an M-matrix. Similarly, the fully discrete 
problem is positively posed for some consistent approximation of exp( - tA) 
for 0 < t < T if and only if A is an irreducible M-matrix. 
Z’roof. If A is an n x n M-matrix, then S(t) E exp(- tA) is a trivially 
consistent approximation of exp(- tA) for all 0 < t <co, and (4.1), (4.2) 
is obviously nonnegatively posed for all 0 < t, < CQ. Conversely, assume 
that (4.1), (4.2) is nonnegatively posed for some consistent approximation 
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S(t) of exp(-- LA) for 0 < t < T (T > 0). I1 t11et1 lollows Iron1 (4.6) 
that for any t, > 0, 
++~~ki>I, for all positive integers 111 sufficiently large. 
(4.10) 
Since S(t) is it consistent approximation of cssl)(- L-l), it can IW xv3ktl 
from (4.8), (4.9) thiit 
(,4.11) 
Thus, letting nz -f 00 in (4.10) yields (I - casp( t,,rl)).-l I _c 0 for ails. 
t, > 0. Rut then, it follows from Lemma 1 that .i is an .M-matrix. 
Similarly, the second part of this result follows from (4.7) and Lemma 1. 
Q.E.1). 
We now give sufficient conditions for a particular matrix approsima- 
tion S(t) of exp(- L4) to he nonnegatively or positively posed. 
THEOREM 8. Let .4 be an u x it monoto?te matrix. If the 11 .< II matris 
S&J satis/ies S(t,) > 0 and (I ~- S(t,))Pl 2 0 joy all 0 < f,, < T (1‘ > O), 
then the iully discrete $woblem (4.1), (4.2) is nonnegatiaelv Fosed for 0 < 
t, < ‘T. Similarly, let ,4 be LOZ ~z x FZ matrix with A 1 Y O. If the IZ ‘: II 
nzatrix S(t,) satisfies S(t,) > 0 and (I ..- S(t,,)).-l m~l : 6 /or nil o -: i,, -.c T, 
then the fully discrete problem 01 (4. I ), (4.2) is fiosiiively hosed !w 0 . .’ t,, -: 7‘. 
I’rouj. If .4 is a monotonc matrix, then A I +> 0. Tl~us, if S(to) =_: 0 
for 0 < to < T, so are the products S”‘(t,,):l I. If, in addition, 
(1 - S(t,))kl > 0 for 0 < t, < 7’, then so arc the products 
.P(t”) * (I - .s&))il-1. Pat, as 
(I ~- S”(t,))A -1 :- (I -- S(t,))A- ’ i- .S(I ~~ .s(t,,)).-I 1 
-TV . . . -i- Y-i(t”)(r - .s(t,))L4F (4.12) 
is the sum of nonnegative matrices, then (I - YN(to)).4--~ 3 0 for all 
wz 2 0, and all 0 ,< t, < T. Hence, from (4.6), (4.6’), the fully discrete 
problem (4.1), (4.2) is nonnegatively posed for 0 < t, < 7‘. The second 
part follows similarly from (4.12) and (4.7), (4.7’). Q.E.11. 
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As is easily seen, the converse of Theorem 8 is false, i.e., there exist 
1z x n matrices S(t,,) with negative entries for all to > 0 sufficiently small 
such that (4.1), (4.2) is nonnegatively posed. 
The conditions S(t,,) > 0 and (I - S(t,))A-l > 0 for 0 < t,, < T 
(T > 0) can be connected with the results of Section 2 by 
THEOREM 9. Let A be alzy n x n M-matrix, andlet h(x) and (1 - h(x))/x 
be both completely monotonic in (0, S] where 6 > 0. Then, if S(t,,) = h(t,A), 
there exists a T > 0 such that (4.1), (4.2) is nonnegatively posed for 0 < 
t, < T. Similarly, let A be any irreducible n x n M-matrix, and let h(x) 
and (1 - h(x))/x be both s-completely monotonic in (0, 6) where 6 > 0. 
Then, if S(t,) G h(t,A), there exists a T > 0 such that (4.1), (4.2) is positively 
posed for 0 < t, < T. 
Proof. If A = (Q) is an n x n M-matrix, then u,,~ > 0 for all 
l<i<n. Thus, if C=61--&A, then C>O for all O<t,< 
min ,+&/%,J. Next, since h(x) and (1 - h(x))/xare both by hypothesis 
completely monotonic on (0, 61, their associated radii of convergence 
K,(y) and R,(y) satisfy R,(y) > y for 0 < y < 6, i = 1, 2. Thus, if 
p(C) < 6, we can apply Theorem 1 withy = 6 to both h(x) and (1 - h(x))/x. 
But, as A is an M-matrix, its eigenvalues ,ui satisfy Re(k) > 0 for all 
1 < i < n [lo, p. 871. Thus, it can be verified that p(C) < 6 if 
If we define 
(4.13) 
then Theorem 1 with y = 6 gives us that (I - h(t,,A))A-l 3 0 and 
h(t,A) > 0 for all 0 < to < T. We now show that (I - h(t,,A))A-l > 0 
and h(t,A) > 0 for the closed interval 0 < to < T. By hypothesis, h(x) 
and (1 - h(x))/x are both completely monotonic in (0, 61. Thus, we know 
that h(z) is analytic in (z - 61 < 6, and that for IzI < 6, 
h(6 - z) = 5 bj(S)zi where bj(S) 3 0 for all i > 0. 
j=O 
If the radius of convergence R,(6) of this series were 6, then the fact that 
the bj(S)‘s are nonnegative would imply that the above series diverges 
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for z = h, i.e., lim, 1- ,, /Z(F) f- ru, and hence 1 /z(x) would Ix> nc~gati\~c~ 
for all x > 0 sufficiently small. But (1 ~ h(x))/x is completel\. monotonic, 
in (0, hj, and hence 1 ~~ h(x) 3 0 for all 0 -: .Y S< 0. (‘ollsequelltl~-, 
K,(S) > 6 and Theorem 1 can b(l applied vvitli p(C‘) < 0. This argument 
incidentally shows that /Z(A) is completel\. monotonic in 10, h 1. I‘llUS, 
/2(&A) is continuous as a function of t,, for 0 5; t,, S; 7’, and cons,Yplelltl~~ 
(I ~ h(t,A))A~ I 2 0 and h(t,A) ;:; 0 for all 0 < f,, <I 7‘. l‘lic~ drsiretl 
cxmclusion for thr first part then folknvs from ‘lheor~ni 8. In a similar 
fashion, the second part follows from Theorems 2 and S. Q.E.1). 
The nest result, an extension of Theorrm 8, t5tablisht~s tlic stabilit!. 
of thr matris S(t,) in the uniform norm. 
problem (4.1), (4.2) is nonnqatively /med, aud 
.s(t,,)’ , < I jar ull 0 < t,, z$ 7’. (4.11) 
l’roo,/. The first part, of courst’, follows from Theorem X. Svst, \vc’ 
recall that if H = (b,,,) is an>. II x M complex matrix, then Ha,, = 
mas,. I. ,, 2:’ , oh, -= max,_ ). )1 ( HI p),, whcrc h’ denotes thts 11 * II 
matrix with entrks ,/I,,,~. \\‘e can write S(t,,) I - (I - S(t”))A4 l .-i, 
a11d thus, as .S(t,,) ;-_ 0 and (I ~~ .S(t,)).J I -5 0, tht7i 
since ‘1 > o b\. h\.pothtxis. Hcnct~, 
Q.E.1). - - 
i.S(t,,) 1 , s, 1 for all 0 z< f,, c: 7‘. 
\\Ytli the hypotheses of this theorem, \vtl st’e that wc obtain stabilit!- 
of the matrix S(t,) in the uniform or masimum norm. In this regard, 
SW also Thornbe L9 1, who has established similar results for grntral pure 
initial value problems with no boundarirs. 
To give some concrete applications of the previous results, we consider 
first the partial sums of e ’ : 
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Eo&) s 5 (-2 , 
k=O k! 
rz=o,1,2 ).... (5.1) 
LEMMA 2. For each nonlzegative integer n, EO,,(x) and (1 - Eo,n(x))/x 
are both completely monotonic in (- 00, + 11. 
Proof. We recall [12, p. 1451 that a function f(x) defined on the 
interval (a, b), a < b, is said to be absoltitely monotonic in (a, b) if and 
only if f( - x) is completely monotonic in (- b, - a). As. is readily 
verified, f(x) is absolutely monotonic in [0, R) if and only if f(x) can be 
extended to an analytic function, expressed by the power series f(z) = 
ckm,o YkZkl in (zl < R and yk > 0 for all k 3 0. Hence, to establish 
this lemma, we must equivalently show that E,,,(l - 5) and 
(EO .(l - [) - l)/([ - 1) are, as functions of [, both absolutely monotonic 
in i0, + ~0). If we write 
{EoAl - 5) - l)/(C - 1) = ?_cr(n)5', 
where 
(5.2) 
then (1 - Eo,n(x))/x is completely monotonic in (- 00, + l] if and only 
if c,(n) > 0 for all 0 < 7 < n - 1. Now, group successive pairs of terms 
in the sum for cl(n) in (5.2). A representative pair, corresponding to 
1 = 2j and 1 = 2j + 1 in (5.2), where Y + 27’ + 1 < n - 1, is 
i 7 + 7 2i 1 ~+:ii)i-(l+i?:+1)-~~2:+n)! 
1 J 2j+1 
= r!(2j + l)! ‘I(7 + 2j + 1) (7 + 2: + 2) ’ 1 
(5.3) 
which is always positive. Thus, if the number of terms for cl(n) in (5.2) 
is even, then cl(n) is positive. Similarly, if this sum has an odd number 
of terms, the last term which is not paired off is also always positive, and 
hence c”(n) > 0 for all 0 < 7 < n - 1 and all n 2 1. As the case n = 0 
is trivial, this proves that (1 - Eo,+(x))/x is completely monotonic in 
(-co, + l] for all n > 0. The proof showing that Eo,,(x) is completely 
monotonic in (- 00, + l] is similar. Q.E.D. 
By considering E,,,(x) = 1 - x, we see that the result of Lemma 2 
is sharp, i.e., the functions E,,(x) for n >, 0 cannot all be completely 
monotonic in a larger interval. 
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Sext, consider the rational functions 
i (I1 -1 I 12) !?l ! 
I1,,,,(,y) i, =(I h!(pz ~~ k)! 
(-- I)“ 
(71 f I)! + n!s ’ 
I1 = 0, 1, 2, (5.4) 
In a similar but more tetlious \~a>., \vc can establish tlic following analog 
of Lemma 2. 
LEhIhIA 3. Fov each ~tonnegiti7~c intcyev tz, IT&) tuzrl (I EL,,,(.v))p 
uw both s-com$etely monotonic in (~ 11 -- 1, i- 1). For the sbecial cases 
IZ = 0, and 1, E,,cj(.~) and (1 Er,,(.r))lx aw both s-com~letel_y monotonic 
itz (~ 1, + ~3), nnd E,,,(s) a?zd (1 ~~ B,,, (.Y))/.Y ure both s-com/Aetel? 
monotonic in (- 2, -1. 2). 
\\‘ith these lemmas, wt’ lra\:c immediately from Thcorcm !I the result of 
‘~HEOKE.\I 11. Let Ad be a7zj~ II :< tl &f-matrix. 7‘hen, &?th .4’(t,,) F 
El ,,(&I) where i 0 OY I and $2 > 0, there exists u ‘/‘, ,, > 0 such that 
(4.1), (4.2) is nonnegativelv posed /or 0 < t,, < T,,,. I,/ d is in addition 
irred,ucible, and .S(t,) == E,~fi(t,,d) where PZ >, 0, then ‘(4.1), (4.2) is Positively 
posed for 0 < t,, -c: 7‘, ,,. 
\\‘r remark that tlic quantities E+(.x) as dcfinrtl in (5.1) and (5.4) 
are special cases of Pad6 approximation of e ’ (cf. ;10, p. %A] and ,ll 1) ; 
consequently the matrices E,,,(t,A) of Theorem 11 are consistent approxima- 
tions of exp(- &ii). Since e ’ and (1 ~ t’ ‘)/.Y are both c,ompletely 
monotonic in (- co, + a), one might espect the general Pad& approxima- 
tion E&x) of e ’ to be such that EP,,,(.~) and (1 ~ E,,,(x))/x are both 
completely monotonic in some interval containing the origin. This, 
however, is not the case, as it can be shown in particular that E&Y) 
gives a counterexample. The problem of which Pad6 approximations 
Ep,e(~) are such that EJ,x) and (1 E, ,(x))/x are completelv monotonic , 
in some interval containing the origin is open, 
Consider now the numerical solution of 
/~J_Y, t) = u(.Y)z~,,(.K, t) + 2b(x)u,(.r, t) - c(+& t) + d(x), (;5.5) 
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with boundary conditions 
U(0, t) = u >, 0, u(1, t) = p 3 0, t > 0, u(x, 0) E 0 (5.6) 
for O<x<l. 
We assume that the functions a(x), a(x), c(x), and d(x) are continuous 
in [0, 11, and 
a(x) > 0 > 0, c(x) 2 0, d(x) > 0 in [0, 11. (5.7) 
Choosing a uniform mesh of size F, = l/(N + 1) on the interval [O, 11, 
a standard three-point semidiscrete difference approximation to (5.5), 
(5.6) : 
dc (4 --= -At(t) +g, 
at 
t > 0, (5.6) 
subject to 
G(O) = 0, (5.9) 
can be readily derived. Here, A is a real tridiagonal N x N matrix 
and g is a column vector with N components, e.xplicitly given by 
’ 2a, + c,h2 - a, - b,h 
0 
- a2 + b,h 2a, + c,h2 - a2 - b,h 
\ \ \ 
\ \ \ 
\ \ \ 
\ \ - 
\ \ 
a,_1 - b,_11 
\ \ 
0 \ \ - a, + b,h 2a, + c,h2 
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where in general /, z j(A). It follows from (5.7) that for all /I sufficientI>. 
small, A is an irreducible M-matrix (cf. / 10, p. X5 ), and as the vector 
g of (,5.10) is a nonnegative Ircctor from (.5.(i), (Ti.7). then the semidiscretc~ 
I%oblem of (5.X) is ~ositi7d~~ fused (cf. Theorem Ci). 
For the fully discrete problem corresponding to (5.X), (Fi.Y), conside] 
the matrix approximations E ,,,, (t,il), E,,(,(t,,4), and E,,, (r&l) of exp( - t,,4), 
where E,,,,(x), and E,,,,(n) are defined in (Fi.1) and (5.4). These correspond 
to the well-known forward e.r$icit, hackmard im,t&it, and Crank-Sicolson 
methods, respecti\el\.. From l‘hcorcm 10, \ve know that each possesses 
an interval 0 < 1,) ,( T,,,, such that (4.1), (4.%) with S(t,) E E,,,,(t,.4) is 
nomegatively posed in this interlral. Moreover, from (5.10) WC see for 
all h sufficiently small that .-I c ,I 3 0, Lvhert, f’ _ ~~ (1, I,. . , 1)‘. Thus, 
each of these matrices, 1%. E ,,,, (t,A), E ,,,, (t,,iz), and E,,,(t,A), is stable 
in the uniform norm in its interval 0 < t, < I‘,,,, (cf. Theorem 10). 
To show connections with other related works, let us calculate the 
quantities T, n for the special case of the heat conduction problem : 
a(x) s 1, b(x) s 0, C(X) E 0 in LO, 1 In this case, the rigen\.alues 1~~ 
of A all satisflr 0 < pj < l/h”, and thus as a, j .:~: 2:/l” where: .4 ~ (a,, /), tlwn 
Sext, as Lemmas 2 and 3 determint, f\ in ‘l?ieorcm !I, then from (1.13) of 
Theorem 9, we deduce that 
In other words, for the heat conduction problem, tile forward difference 
method is nonnegatively posed and consequently stable in the uniform 
norm for 0 < to/h2 < i, which is the Cournnt-Friedrichs-Lewy stabilit! 
condition 131, the backward difference method is nonnegativel!, posrtl 
for an!’ t,, 3 0 and is hence unconditionall~~ stable in the uniform norm, 
and the (‘rank-Nicolson method is nonnegativcl!, posed and stable in the 
uniform norm for 0 < t,,/hz i: I. The latter statements arc well known 
for the heat equation. and can be derived from a masimum principle 
xi, 8 
Finall!., we mention that similar applications can ob\iousl!. be made 
to parabolic problems in higher dimemions, and the unconditional stabilit!. 
in the uniform norm of the backward implicit method is immediate, 
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provided that the matrix A of (4.1) is derived to be an M-matrix. That 
one similarly obtains conditional stability in the uniform norm of the 
Pad6 approximations E,,,(t,,A) with i = 0 or 1, and n > 0, is believed 
to be new. 
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